# Sketch Assessment Rubric

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Score</th>
<th>Floodplain Sketch Criteria</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 4     | River is in center of drawing.  
      | Colored arrows show path of water during a flood.  
      | Sketch shows placement of houses for all three trials.  
      | Sketch shows safer locations for each house.  
      | Sketch includes a color coded key.  
      | Sketch is neat and easy to read. |
| 3     | River is off center.  
      | Arrows show path of water during a flood.  
      | Sketch shows placement of houses for all three trials.  
      | Sketch shows some safer locations for some of the houses.  
      | Sketch includes a key.  
      | Sketch is neat and easy to read. |
| 2     | River is off center.  
      | The path of the water is colored on with messy lines instead of arrows.  
      | Some of the houses are included in sketch.  
      | Some safer locations for houses are included in sketch.  
      | Key and sketch are not easy to read. |
| 1     | Sketch is missing main components (river, houses, flow of water).  
      | No key is included.  
      | Sketch is messy and hard to read. |